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Because of its elegant simplicity, minimalism is becoming ever more popular in interior design all over the
globe. Minimalist Living Spaces brings together 48 examples of minimalist homes, exhibiting the sheer

variety in minimalism despite using such a limited colour palette. Not only does this book prove that less is
more, Minimalist Living Spaces shows how to make less' a captivating reality. Readers can learn more about

this design field through the cases presented in this book. At the same time, this book will provide an
excellent reference for designers, teachers and students in related industries.

A set of cushy seating with a wooden antique table as seen here suffices for the minimalist overall theme. See
more ideas about Minimalist apartment Minimalist Urban island. Beautiful spaces with minimalist design.

Photo by Instagram.

Living Spaces

For the living room of your home which has an important place in your life you can browse the simple and
stylish minimalist home decoration ideas. Inner Space. White walls scandi furniture and not a scatter cushion
in sight. Typically minimalist living spaces also lean towards fewer accessories. Doing this allows the room to

feel more spacious and less overwhelming. But a minimalist lifestyle isnt about fitting all your worldly
possessions. The bestselling author of The More of Less Finding the Life You Want Under Everything You
Own argues that minimalism can transform peoples lives by helping them align and optimize their priorities
through removing things that distract from them. Minimalist and Luxury Living Spaces. Whether youre

looking for minimalist living options or just need to cut costs you cant miss out on . Like a shrunken slice of
Downton Abbey this New York living space is about the size of a decent garage yet manages to. This

subreddit is for.
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